
Adventures in English Multi-level Curriculum is an activity-based English-teaching curriculum 
that focuses on “learning by doing.”  It is flexible, having been designed for use in both 
ongoing church-based programs and in international short-term ministries. The teacher’s 
guide provides sample lesson plan templates for both situations and a sample unit plan for 
church-based programs. 
 
The twelve theme-based units allow the flexibility of choosing from three different levels, 
indicated as: (B): Beginning, (I): Intermediate or (A): Advanced. A Placement Assessment is 
provided in the Appendix to help determine the ability levels of the students. 
 
The twelve-unit, multi-level teacher’s guide focuses on English conversation skills. These 
skills are cultivated through discussions that introduce new vocabulary and activities that get 
students engaged in applying what they have learned. Each unit also provides grammar, 
writing and idiom practice. 
 
There are no student textbooks or workbooks, making the curriculum especially cost 
effective. A number of photocopiable activities are provided in the teacher’s guide.  
For questions about this curriculum or other resources write esl@efca.org. 

A Sample Unit from 



Introduction

English Teaching Units

The Introduction explains how to effectively use each unit as a multi-week “unit” for church-
based programs or a single “lesson” for English language camps. Sample lesson templates, 

schedules, and unit plans are provided.  

A separate book with Bible reading activities can be used to complement the unit themes. 



Appendix 

A placement interview and a list of descriptors for varying ability levels are provided in 
the Appendix to help with placing students in the appropriate class.



ICEBREAKERS

DISCUSSION EXERCISES

The markings B, I, A designate 
the level of students for which 
the activity is suited.

The introduction to the book explains how to choose from the five 
components of each unit to create effective lessons.

Discussion Exercises introduce new vocabulary and provide opportunities for students to practice it. 

The pages below have been selected from Unit 1 
to give the reader an idea of the lesson content.





ACTIVITIES

Activities give opportunities for learning with movement, group work and/or competition. 





GRAMMAR FOCUS

Present Tense

PERSON ACTION DESCRIPTION OF ACTION (how, when, 
where)

I/We

You

They

sleep

eat

cook quickly.

in the bedroom.

at 12 o’clock.

in the kitchen.
He/ She/ It

sleeps

eats

cooks

Grammar activities should take about 10 minutes. Choose activities  
that meet the students’ needs. 



PERSON HAVE OR HAS ACTION

The verb form used is 

the past participle.

I, We, You, They have

slept.

eaten.

I’ve, We’ve, etc.

He, She, It has

He’s, She’s It’s

IDIOMS

The introduction to the book explains 
an effective way to teach idioms. 
Idioms are related to the unit theme. 



WRITING TOPICS
Writing topics can be used to reinforce what is learned in class or  

as a journal to communicate with the teacher.  



FAMILY
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Reproducible activities are provided in the book.


